USS GENEVA MISSION TRANSCRIPT – 10204.26
Host Bob_SM says:
=/\==/\==/\=RESUME MISSION=/\==/\==/\=
Host Bob_SM says:
ACTION: THE USS GENEVA IS CONTINUING TO APPROACH THE Talarian/Tzenkethi BORDER under communications blackout other than data streams from both the uss apache and starfleet headquarters.
MO_Taal says:
::in sickbay, waiting for CO to regain consciousness::
MO_Taal says:
::checking readings on medical console::
CTO_Asmodeius says:
::Stands at Tactical monitoring sensors::
FCO_Fa says:
::arrives on the bridge for duty, and relief Lt. Amour from the helm:: Amour: Thank you.
CO_Tucker says:
::Lying in sickbay, unconscious::
EO_Chapu says:
:: takes a glance at the Engine Console ::
CNS_Bauer says:
::On route to SB to meet with XO Eden::
CNS_Bauer says:
::Hopes to speak to her alone for a moment::
MO_Taal says:
::checks medical readings on CO::
XO_Eden says:
::Stands and walks to the turbolift:: CSO: You have the bridge Commander.  I'll be in sickbay.
MO_Taal says:
::checks hypospray with the anti-neurotoxin::
FCO_Fa says:
::takes her seat and checks their speed and course headings, and logging herself in for "work"::
AEO_Wrench says:
::looks around engineering for Mr. Chapu::
TO_Usimov says:
::entering the bridge for my orders::
CO_Tucker says:
::as the sedative wears off, he slowly begins to regain consciousness::
EO_Chapu says:
:: whips out his PADD and does some calculations as he walks to the central console ::
CNS_Bauer says:
::Enters SB and proceeds to look at CO::
FCO_Fa says:
CSO: We're approaching the Talarian/Tzenkethi border, sir.
MO_Taal says:
CO: Welcome back.
FCO_Fa says:
CSO: We should be there in about 2 minutes.
CSO_Shras says:
:: At his station, scanning deep space ::
MO_Taal says:
::checks sensors readings on the now conscious CO::
AEO_Wrench says:
::walks over to the EO:: EO: Sir, Ensign Wrench reporting for duty.
CO_Tucker says:
::Turns and looks at the Cardassian in the room::
XO_Eden says:
TL: Sickbay.  ::Leans on the wall as the doors close::
CSO_Shras says:
:: Moves to the command chair ::
MO_Taal says:
*XO*: Lt. Taal to Commander Eden.
CSO_Shras says:
FCO: ETA?
EO_Chapu says:
AEO:  :: notices the AEO without looking up::  You were scheduled for duty 15 minutes ago
MO_Taal says:
*XO*: Commander, the Captain has regained consciousness.
CTO_Asmodeius says:
TO: Welcome aboard I want you to take Alpha team and Beta and run them through a hostage work out.
XO_Eden says:
*MO*: Eden here.
AEO_Wrench says:
EO: Sorry sir, not used to being on Alpha shift.
XO_Eden says:
*MO*: Great, I'm on my way.
CO_Tucker says:
::It reminds him of a story he heard of a Cardassian doctor who once betrayed the Geneva::
EO_Chapu says:
:: starts entering data into the computer ::
CNS_Bauer says:
::Watches as MO works over... I mean on the CO::
CTO_Asmodeius says:
TO: Make it a ship rescue and use Holodeck one and keep me informed as to your progress.
MO_Taal says:
::sees CNS::
XO_Eden says:
::Walks quickly towards sickbay as the TL stops::
MO_Taal says:
CNS: Counselor.
Host Bob_SM says:
ACTION: THE USS APACHE IS CURRENTLY AT BORATH, AFTER ENGAGING THE Tzenkethi destroyer VonChek. there appears to be some sort of lull in the current crisis.
CNS_Bauer says:
MO: Doctor.::
XO_Eden says:
::Walks into sickbay crisis ::
TO_Usimov says:
CTO: Aye, sir.
MO_Taal says:
::continues analysis of sensor readings::
EO_Chapu says:
AEO:  OK, Ensign… Wrench, was …
AEO_Wrench says:
::looks down at the floor:: EO: Anything in particular you want me to take care of sir?
FCO_Fa says:
CSO: Should I begin standard border patrol?
AEO_Wrench says:
EO: Aye sir, Ensign Wrench
CNS_Bauer says:
XO: Commander. 
CSO_Shras says:
FCO: What were your orders?
MO_Taal says:
XO: Commander.
Host Bob_SM says:
ACTION: SECURE TRANSMISSIONS FROM BOTH STARFLEET AND THE APACHE UPDATING THE GENEVA ARRIVE TO THE ACO'S READY ROOM
CO_Tucker says:
::Once again tries to free his restrained hands::
CSO_Shras says:
*XO*: Sir, we arrived at the Talarian/Tzenkethi border, what are your directives?
FCO_Fa says:
CSO: Just to reach the border.  Nothing about what happens after.
CNS_Bauer says:
XO: Could I have a word with you.... alone?
XO_Eden says:
*CSO*: Hold position.  I'll be there soon.
CMO_Tunik says:
::exits his office holding a PADD:: MO: Have you looked over the complete medical roster?
EO_Chapu says:
AEO:  … Go to the Engine Console and give me the … system input/output ratio.
CO_Tucker says:
MO: Hey Cardie, why don't you come here so I can get my hands around your throat!
MO_Taal says:
CMO: Yes sir.
XO_Eden says:
CNS: Certainly.  ::Walks off to a side::
CTO_Asmodeius says:
::Continues to monitor long range sensors and checks weapons systems to be sure they are in working order::
MO_Taal says:
CO: That would be illogical, sir.
AEO_Wrench says:
EO: Aye sir, right away. ::heads for the engine console::
CNS_Bauer says:
::Follows XO::
CSO_Shras says:
FCO: You heard Commander Eden, hold her here for now
CMO_Tunik says:
::nods to the MO, then looks at the XO:: XO: Welcome to sickbay Commander.
TO_Usimov says:
*CTO*: Sir, things seem to be proceeding well here.
CO_Tucker says:
::Begins working his wrists back and forth in an attempt to slip them through the restraints::
MO_Taal says:
CMO: Doctor, I believe we are ready to test the anti-neurotoxin, with the Commander's permission.
FCO_Fa says:
CSO: Aye sir. We will be approaching our designated coordinates in 30 seconds. I will reverse thrusters and put us into a dead stop.
XO_Eden says:
CMO/MO: Doctors, I'll be with you in a moment.  I need to speak with Counselor Bauer for a second.
XO_Eden says:
CNS: What's on your mind Lieutenant?
CTO_Asmodeius says:
*TO_Usimov*: Good keep drilling them I want them to be able to do it in their sleep, also be sure to make the odds uneven too.
AEO_Wrench says:
::sends the required information to Chapu:: EO: You should have those figures now sir.
CNS_Bauer says:
XO: Commander, I am not sure I can in all good conscious work along side the med team. I see their ways as inhumane.  Our Captain has been restrained to a bio-bed for days now.  No wonder he thinks some of us are Cardassians.
TO_Usimov says:
*CTO:* Aye, sir
EO_Chapu says:
:: receives the figures and starts entering some configurations ::
CSO_Shras says:
CTO: Keep your eyes opened for any ship on long or short range sensors
CMO_Tunik says:
::nods:: MO: Let us proceed. Computer: Deactivate the force field for five seconds before re-engaging. ::nods to the MO:: Now. ::steps in::
CNS_Bauer says:
XO: I can not work with the Captain until he trusts me, either as Zach Bauer or a Klingon, he needs to trust me or I am powerless
MO_Taal says:
CMO: Sir. We need the Commander's permission.
CTO_Asmodeius says:
CSO: Will do sir, am monitoring them already.
CMO_Tunik says:
::steps back outside of the force field:: MO: Right.
CO_Tucker says:
::Pulls with all his might against his restraints::
XO_Eden says:
CNS: I understand your position.  I don't like having the Captain restrained just as much as you do, but one of my duties is to protect him from harm.  We've seen what he does to himself if we don't restrain him.
CTO_Asmodeius says:
::Continues to keep an eye on all sensors::
CNS_Bauer says:
XO: I can't do this while the CO is drowning in his own fear and anger
AEO_Wrench says:
::checks the engineering flow charts and notices a problem with a plasma conduit on another deck::
TO_Usimov says:
::the drilling continues::
EO_Chapu says:
AEO:  Wrench, bring the engines to…25% power
AEO_Wrench says:
EO: Aye sir, engines to 25% power. ::taps the console::
CMO_Tunik says:
::watches as the force field materializes again:: MO: We don't have much time. We still need to interview the crew. ::looks for the Commander::
MO_Taal says:
::continues sickbay duties::
XO_Eden says:
CNS: Now it seems that Dr. Tunik and Dr. Taal have whipped up some sort of cure.  If this works, I'll have the restraints removed, but you have to keep trying to get through to him no matter how difficult the task might seem.  Deal?
MO_Taal says:
CMO: Sir?
CNS_Bauer says:
XO: There have been worse cases of those needing restraint than the CO's case, surely Cailand and The tac team can invent a suitable more relaxed accommodations for him with all the same safeties
AEO_Wrench says:
EO: Sir, I'm reading a problem with a plasma conduit on deck 5. Shall I affect repairs?
ASO_Amour says:
::Enters the TL::
EO_Chapu says:
AEO:  Plasma conduit?  What's wrong with it?
TO_Usimov says:
*CTO*: I think the drilling is finished - they are doing very well here.
CMO_Tunik says:
MO: I intend on interviewing all of the bridge crew. Everyone who has been in contact with the captain. I will also have his quarters examined. I plan on contacting Commander Shras and having him look over sensor readings as well.
MO_Taal says:
CMO: Yes sir.
FCO_Fa says:
CSO: I'm about to pull a dead stop here.. but.. ummm... I recommend that we do a standard patrol flight plan.  It'll be a lot easier to the engines, and the engineers will thank us immensely.
XO_Eden says:
CNS: If this doesn't work, I'll have you and Lt. Cailand work on that.
CNS_Bauer says:
XO: I’ll stay here for the Captain’s sake but don’t expect much
AEO_Wrench says:
EO: The flow seems to be irregular, like there may be a problem with the regulator.
CMO_Tunik says:
::taps combadge:: *CSO*: Tunik to Shras.
CSO_Shras says:
FCO: Negative on that, you stay on that spot right here.
CNS_Bauer says:
::Returns to CO's side::
XO_Eden says:
CNS: I always expect the best.  Now is that all?  ::Looks over his shoulder at the two Doctors::
CSO_Shras says:
*CMO*: Shras here, what can I do for you?
EO_Chapu says:
AEO:  Go ahead with the repairs.
FCO_Fa says:
CSO: Aye sir.  ::nods, although, still disagrees::
TO_Usimov says:
::waiting for more orders::
ASO_Amour says:
TL: Deck 5.
AEO_Wrench says:
EO: Aye sir, on my way. ::grabs a kit and heads out::
XO_Eden says:
CMO/MO: Now, what is it you needed from me Doctors?
MO_Taal says:
::sees XO look over at him::
CO_Tucker says:
::Turns toward the CMO and screams:: CMO: Let me outta here!
CNS_Bauer says:
CMO: Just tell me if I get in your way Captain Tunic.... I mean Doctor.
CTO_Asmodeius says:
*TO*: Come to the bridge now.
AEO_Wrench says:
::enters the TL:: TL: Deck 5 please.
MO_Taal says:
XO: With your permission we'd like to lower the force field and administer the anti-neurotoxin.
TO_Usimov says:
::walking back to bridge::
MO_Taal says:
XO: We believe it will work.
CNS_Bauer says:
::Looks down at CO with deep concern::
CTO_Asmodeius says:
XO: Sir, I would like to run some weapons drill with my TO so permission to target a few asteroids in passing, sir.
FCO_Fa says:
::doesn't like being held dead in space::  CSO: We're holding position.
TO_Usimov says:
*CTO*: Aye sir, I am on my way.
CNS_Bauer says:
CO: You hang in there Sir.
XO_Eden says:
MO: Will there be any side effects of the anti-neurotoxin?
ASO_Amour says:
::Exits the TL and goes into a deserted cargo room, apparently waiting for someone::
EO_Chapu says:
Computer: Computer, close the power flow going though conduits Alpha - Gamma Section 23 - 31
CMO_Tunik says:
*CSO*: Commander, when you're free, could you look over sensor readings at the time of the Captain's berserk stage? I am uncertain when the toxin was introduced. I am looking for all phenomena which could be possible.
MO_Taal says:
XO: We tested it on ourselves. It removed all signs of the neurotoxin in our blood streams.
CTO_Asmodeius says:
*XO*: Sir, permission to do some weapons drills sir?
CNS_Bauer says:
::Goes into CNS mode::
MO_Taal says:
XO: Commander, we believe everyone may be affected with this neurotoxin.
CSO_Shras says:
*CMO*: You have one particular suspect to look for?
AEO_Wrench says:
::exits the TL and enters a deserted room:: ASO: There you are.
XO_Eden says:
MO: Do it...  ::Looks over at the CO::
CNS_Bauer says:
CO: So, how are you today Captain Tucker?
MO_Taal says:
CMO: Doctor, I am lowering the force field.
ASO_Amour says:
::smiles mischievously:: AEO: Report?
MO_Taal says:
::presses buttons on console::
EO_Chapu says:
<Computer> EO:  Conduits are closed off.  Power flow is done off.
MO_Taal says:
::level 10 force field drops::
XO_Eden says:
*CTO*: Granted, Lieutenant.
TO_Usimov says:
::entering bridge::
MO_Taal says:
::walks over to CO::
CO_Tucker says:
CNS: I am doing fine, just great... you Klingon scumbag.  Now let me go!
MO_Taal says:
::prepares dosage of hypospray::
CMO_Tunik says:
*CSO*: I have a hypothesis. However, the individual is not on board the Geneva. The only possible candidate would be a crewmember of the Geneva. Suspect all bridge officers.
AEO_Wrench says:
ASO: Everything is going according to plan, but I need to make sure what is happening with the Captain. I need a diversion. Think you can handle that?
CNS_Bauer says:
CO: Believe me I am not you captor
XO_Eden says:
CNS: Cross your fingers...
MO_Taal says:
::hyposprays CO with anti-neurotoxin::
EO_Chapu says:
:: starts to cool down and re-calibrate the Engines ::
CTO_Asmodeius says:
TO: Good, you are here. I want to run some weapons drills. You will use passing asteroids as targets. It will let us know if there are any problems and let me see how well you do.
CSO_Shras says:
*CMO*: I meant have you a particular suspected molecule to look for? It's a lot easier to look the sensor record with something in mind....
CNS_Bauer says:
CO: If you were more responsive to me it would be easier for both of us.
ASO_Amour says:
AEO: Of course. ::snarls:: Where is he?
MO_Taal says:
::scans captain with tricorder::
CTO_Asmodeius says:
TO_Usimov: It will be strictly phaser fire only.
TO_Usimov says:
::sitting at console, fixing on target::
Host Bob_SM says:
ACTION: THE USS GENEVA IS CURRENTLY AT YELLOW ALERT
CNS_Bauer says:
::Stands By CO observing::
TO_Usimov says:
CTO: No problem sir.
AEO_Wrench says:
ASO: Sickbay, but I'll take care of that. We need a way to keep the crew busy, so I'm leaving that to you.
XO_Eden says:
CO: Captain Tucker?  ::Looks to him for any signs of recognition::
CMO_Tunik says:
*CSO*: Yes. I will send the exact readings of the neurovirus now. ::walks to a computer, and fingers rapidly press the necessary buttons:: Forwarded Commander.
MO_Taal says:
CNS: Perhaps if you spoke with him, it will accelerate the recovery.
CO_Tucker says:
CNS: Responsive.... Hah!  ::Mumble something very insulting in Klingon::
CTO_Asmodeius says:
TO_Usimov: Proceed then.
ASO_Amour says:
AEO: The crew in sickbay? I have a plan...
CSO_Shras says:
*CMO*: I'll have someone look it up, Shras out.
FCO_Fa says:
::runs a diagnostic on the flight systems, making sure everything is ship shape::
AEO_Wrench says:
ASO: Let's hear it.
TO_Usimov says:
CTO: Aye, sir...ready to fire.
CNS_Bauer says:
CO: I don’t know what you said I don't speak Klingon. I'm with Starfleet.
CTO_Asmodeius says:
::Keeps an eye on both the sensors and his new TO::
CMO_Tunik says:
::taps his combadge and walks back with the group:: XO: The Captain is very fluent in Klingon.
TO_Usimov says:
::watching CTO to see his reactions::
CTO_Asmodeius says:
TO: Go ahead and let the rock have it.
EO_Chapu says:
Computer: Computer, re-engage the power flow going though conduits Alpha - Gamma Section 23 - 31 slowly
CNS_Bauer says:
CO: Bauer Lieutenant SN 1010106-001
CSO_Shras says:
SO_Guzmo: Look at the molecule sent by the doctor in the sensor log and trace it in time and space on the ship
EO_Chapu says:
:: The computer beeps ::
CNS_Bauer says:
CO: Pleasure serving under you Sir.
XO_Eden says:
CMO/MO: Did the anti-neurotoxin work?
TO_Usimov says:
CTO: Aye, sir. ::aiming on asteroid, firing weapons::
ASO_Amour says:
ASO: There is a chemical in engineering that causes me to break out in hives, but it looks almost like a burn.
CO_Tucker says:
::Cannot believe his captors are trying to convince him that they are Starfleet::
ASO_Amour says:
AEO: That'll keep them busy for a while.
MO_Taal says:
XO: There are still traces of the neurotoxin in his system.
MO_Taal says:
XO/CMO: Perhaps a higher dosage is required.
FCO_Fa says:
::monitors the thrusters so that they will stay still in space as much as possible, compensating for gravity forces in all directions::
AEO_Wrench says:
ASO: Ok let's get on it. Head there now and I'll follow in a few moments.
CMO_Tunik says:
::looks at the Captain closely:: MO: Higher dosage.
ASO_Amour says:
AEO: Got it. It won't take me long
CTO_Asmodeius says:
::Notice a direct hit and smiles, but also noticed that power levels for the fire was down by point zero, zero one:: TO Usimov: Good job try targeting and hitting a multiple of targets.
CNS_Bauer says:
CO: Besides how many blue eyed blonde Klingons have you seen?
EO_Chapu says:
:: notices that there are no problems ::
MO_Taal says:
CMO: Acknowledged.
XO_Eden says:
::Sighs:: CO: Captain Tucker, I am Commander Eden, your first officer.  I was assigned to you after the death of your previous XO a few months ago.
ASO_Amour says:
::Heads to engineering::
MO_Taal says:
::changes dosage on hypospray::
MO_Taal says:
::injects hypospray in CO::
TO_Usimov says:
CTO: Aye, sir - ::aims on targets and fires...::
EO_Chapu says:
Computer: Computer, close the power flow going though conduits Gamma - Zeta Section 23 - 31.
CTO_Asmodeius says:
*EO_Chapu*: I noticed that phaser fire is down by a point zero, zero one can you check into it please.
EO_Chapu says:
<Computer> EO:  Conduits are closed off.  Power flow is not flowing.
MO_Taal says:
::scans CO::
FCO_Fa says:
::is having difficulty keeping the Geneva in one spot, and struggles with the control.::
CO_Tucker says:
::Looks at the ugly Ferengi telling him that she is his XO:: XO: Go get some clothes on!
TO_Usimov says:
::watching CTO to see what he thinks::
AEO_Wrench says:
::heads for the door and waits, pretending to work on the nearby plasma conduit problem::
CNS_Bauer says:
CO: I fought a Klingon once in real battle...you know for honor and all that stuff. He kicked my butt; but I got more than a few licks in . It wasn't till he started up with the pain stick that he started to get the edge.
CTO_Asmodeius says:
TO: Nice, but you missed that one off the Starboard side try again.
ASO_Amour says:
::Arrives on the upper floor of engineering, which is totally empty right now::
FCO_Fa says:
CSO: I feel like we're on an ocean, being swept by every which way the tide and waves go... but we want to stand still, without using an anchor.  ::shakes her head::  It's a big fancy way of saying": I'm having difficulty keeping this ship still, sir.
MO_Taal says:
XO/CMO: The anti-neurotoxin is working. However, there are still traces of the toxin in his bloodstream.
EO_Chapu says:
*CTO*:  Affirmative, Lt. Asmodeius.  But, I will not begin on that for about five minutes.
CMO_Tunik says:
::hears the CO's statement and whispers:: XO: Commander, could I... attempt something?
TO_Usimov says:
::trying to hit this target::
XO_Eden says:
::Fumes, then turns to the Doctors::
XO_Eden says:
MO: How long until it leaves his system totally?
CNS_Bauer says:
::Points to XO:: CO: This is Cmdr Eden you number 0ne
CSO_Shras says:
FCO: What can possibly be moving? The ship? We’re dead in the void of space?
MO_Taal says:
XO: Unknown.
CTO_Asmodeius says:
*EO_Chapu*: Copy that and thanks like to keep things in tip top condition just in case.
XO_Eden says:
CMO: What is it Doctor?
EO_Chapu says:
:: continues the cooling and re-calibration ::
AEO_Wrench says:
*EO*: Sir, this conduit is still not operating correctly; I may be here for some time. Just wanted you to know sir.
FCO_Fa says:
CSO: Gravity sir.
CMO_Tunik says:
XO: If we, make him believe, we will free him. Maybe we can temporarily calm him. That or the Vulcan approach. However, that is a last... last resort.
EO_Chapu says:
*AEO*: What is the plasma output over there?
ASO_Amour says:
::Goes to an emergency situation station, where there is a chemical for treating slight radiation poisoning that causes her to break out in hives::
CSO_Shras says:
FCO: We are light-minutes away from the nearest star and planets.....?
CTO_Asmodeius says:
TO_Usimov: Good try now and hit the four in quadrant 4 and 2.
AEO_Wrench says:
*EO*: It's down to 67% sir.
CNS_Bauer says:
::Strains to hear CMO::
TO_Usimov says:
CTO: Aye, sir. ::aiming for the rocks.::
ASO_Amour says:
::Rubs the chemical on her forearms, and sees it almost instantly turn into a burn-like mark::
MO_Taal says:
::continues analysis of neurotoxin::
EO_Chapu says:
*AEO*: Keep it going.
FCO_Fa says:
CSO: I do not know sir.  I just know that we can't stay still... dead still anyways.
XO_Eden says:
MO: Okay, keep him under close watch.
MO_Taal says:
XO: Acknowledged, Commander.
EO_Chapu says:
Computer: Computer, re-engage the power flow going though conduits Gamma - Zeta Section 23 - 31 slowly
CTO_Asmodeius says:
TO_Usimov: Good shot you got them all.
AEO_Wrench says:
*EO*: Yes sir, I think I've found the problem. I need to replace the relay connector.
TO_Usimov says:
::very happy with herself::
CNS_Bauer says:
CO: How do you feel now Captain Tucker, Sir?
ASO_Amour says:
::Puts the chemical back in its place, and then begins her plan::
XO_Eden says:
CMO: I want you to try that later, once the anti-neurotoxin begins to work.  The second... just forget about it for now.
CO_Tucker says:
::Lays back and closes his eyes, ignoring his captors::
ASO_Amour says:
::Screams loudly:: ALL:  HELP!!!!!!!!!
AEO_Wrench says:
*EO*: I'll let you know when I've completed the repairs sir. Wrench out.
CNS_Bauer says:
CMO: What are your plans for him next? Will he sleep now?
ASO_Amour says:
::Grips her arms in mock-pain::
FCO_Fa says:
::continues to keep the ship still in one location, cringing, knowing how much stress the engines will take.::
CO_Tucker says:
::Begins thinking about his predicament and realizes that something is not quite right about all of this::
AEO_Wrench says:
::closes her kit and heads for sickbay::
CMO_Tunik says:
::nods:: XO: Okay. Another thing Commander, Lieutenant Taal and I have to... interview you in reference to the events that took place prior to the Captain's... hostile paranoid schizophrenic state.
MO_Taal says:
CMO/XO: The antidote was only 65% effective.
EO_Chapu says:
:: No problems are apparent ::
CTO_Asmodeius says:
TO_Usimov: Let’s try something a little trickier. Do you see that lump of rock that is behind that Mega ton of rock that is passing us on our portside?
CNS_Bauer says:
CO: Captain! 
ASO_Amour says:
::screams at everyone in engineering:: ALL: HELP!!!!
EO_Chapu says:
:: turns ::
CMO_Tunik says:
MO: How much have you injected already?
TO_Usimov says:
CTO: Aye, sir, I see it. Would you like me to blow it up?
CNS_Bauer says:
CO: You ok you looked like yourself for a minute... all confused and everything
CMO_Tunik says:
CNS: We will inject more... until the neurovirus is gone.
ASO_Amour says:
::rolls on the floor, gripping her mock-burns::
EO_Chapu says:
:: runs to the ASO ::
CTO_Asmodeius says:
TO_Usimov: Yes I would.
CNS_Bauer says:
CMO: I see
MO_Taal says:
CMO: 30ccs sir.
EO_Chapu says:
<Engineers> :: gathers around ::
CMO_Tunik says:
MO: How much do we have left?
XO_Eden says:
CMO/MO: Interview away...
MO_Taal says:
CMO: Doctor, I recommend against it.
TO_Usimov says:
CTO: Aye, sir. ::Aiming for the target::
AEO_Wrench says:
::checks to see if anyone is in the corridor:: Self: Hmmm, all clear so far.
CO_Tucker says:
::Thinks for a moment:: CNS: Lt. ?  Counselor?  ::Then realizes that the Counselor is not a Klingon, while this person is::
EO_Chapu says:
ASO: What's wrong?
FCO_Fa says:
::sighs, didn't think the CSO will like her next suggestion:: CSO: I do not wish to ... alarm you.. But, holding the ship this still dead in space is stressful to the engines.. Especially since we're not cutting power to the engine.. And we don’t want to do that in case we need to skidoo in a hurry.  Perhaps a short patrol of 1000 KM, back and forth.. ?  And no more?  We'll be close enough to this area?
ASO_Amour says:
EO's: ::gasps:: Plasma....burns? Don't know...how got there...
TO_Usimov says:
CTO: Okay, Sir...firing now.
CNS_Bauer says:
CO: Captain Tucker, it's me your counselor, Zach Bauer. Can I talk to you for a moment Sir.
CMO_Tunik says:
::nods:: MO: I understand your recommendation. How much do we have left?
MO_Taal says:
CMO: With more dosage, the captain may suffer neurological damage.
XO_Eden says:
::Whips around and watches the CO:: CMO: I think that antitoxin is still working Doc.
MO_Taal says:
CMO: We have an infinite supply.
EO_Chapu says:
*Sickbay*: Engineering to Sickbay. Medical Emergency Team to Main Engineering.
AEO_Wrench says:
::wonders where the heck Amour has gotten to::
CNS_Bauer says:
CO: Sir, do you know me?
CTO_Asmodeius says:
::Watches as TO Usimov fires and hit her target:: TO Usimov: Nice but now you might want to split the mega rock now on the left so as to move it away from us.
CMO_Tunik says:
::nods:: MO: Prepare a dosage of 40 ccs. ::thinks:: It will be injected at a later date, if all other avenues have failed.
EO_Chapu says:
Johnson/Davis:  Johnson, Davis, look around.  Check everything.
CSO_Shras says:
FCO: Enough! Ships of the Federation can stand this kind of stress and many have done it for longer over the ages and will do in the future!
CO_Tucker says:
CNS: No you are not!  Stop trying to confuse me!  ::With a great deal of exasperation::
MO_Taal says:
*ENGINEERING*: Acknowledged.
TO_Usimov says:
CTO: Aye, sir...I can do that.
MO_Taal says:
::grabs med kit::
TO_Usimov says:
::aiming for the mega rock that is in the way of the ship::
CNS_Bauer says:
CO: Look at me! Look at me harder. LOOK AT ME SIR! See me
CMO_Tunik says:
XO: Commander, where were you during the shore leave on the Starbase?
MO_Taal says:
CMO: I'll be heading to main engineering to deal with the emergency.
MO_Taal says:
::exits sickbay::
MO_Taal says:
::enters TL::
ASO_Amour says:
::Gasps and makes herself pass out::
EO_Chapu says:
:: holds the ASO to make sure he doesn't harm the rest of herself ::
CMO_Tunik says:
::prepares the dosage of 40 ccs... which will be injected at a later date::
FCO_Fa says:
::frowns:: CSO: Yes sir.  I understand that.  But stressing the engines unnecessarily will shorten the life of the engine.  But I will now keep such suggestions to myself.
XO_Eden says:
CMO: I was having a drink in the lounge.  Several officers were there, including the Captain.  Then I spent an hour or so in the Holodeck.
CTO_Asmodeius says:
TO_Usimov: Good shot.
MO_Taal says:
COMPUTER: Deck 10.
CNS_Bauer says:
CO: No ugly head bumps, Look blonde hair not dark, look ::Smiles:: Nice teeth huh?
TO_Usimov says:
CTO: Thank you sir.
AEO_Wrench says:
::decides to help things along:: *Sickbay*: Medical emergency to cargo bay one, two crewmen down, unknown injuries.
MO_Taal says:
::exits TL on deck 10 and heads to main engineering::
CO_Tucker says:
CNS: Stop it!
MO_Taal says:
::enters main engineering::
CMO_Tunik says:
::nods:: XO: Are you aware of whom the woman was? The one that was kissing the Captain?
CNS_Bauer says:
CO: I don’t even sound Klingon
ASO_Amour says:
::Holds her breath::
MO_Taal says:
::looks around for the casualties::
EO_Chapu says:
:: turns and sees the MO ::
MO_Taal says:
::sees EO::
EO_Chapu says:
MO:  Lt., Over Here
CMO_Tunik says:
<Berlin> ::grabs a med kit from the storage area:: CMO: I'll be in the cargo bay sir. ::runs::
CNS_Bauer says:
CNS: No you stop it Believe in what you feel not what you see
XO_Eden says:
CMO: She worked at the bar, I'm pretty sure.  You're suspecting her as well?
MO_Taal says:
::heads over to EO::
MO_Taal says:
::scans ASO::
ASO_Amour says:
::Is passed out and has "burns" on her arms::
AEO_Wrench says:
*Sickbay*: Disturbance on deck 8, can the CNS please attend?
CO_Tucker says:
::Breaks down into tears::
CMO_Tunik says:
XO: She has had the most contact with the Captain. Unless, the Captain has been romantically involved with numerous crewmembers.
FCO_Fa says:
::keeps quiet and wondered why she opened he mouth in the first place, and turns bright red with embarrassment.::
CNS_Bauer says:
CO: I am Lt. Zach Bauer. We are both on the Geneva. You have had something that is causing your confusion
MO_Taal says:
EO: She only has first degree plasma burns. Not enough to render her unconscious.
MO_Taal says:
::injects 2ccs of cordrazine to revive ASO::
XO_Eden says:
CMO: I haven't seen any signs of that.
CMO_Tunik says:
<Berlin> ::exits turbolift... and jogs to the cargo bay::
CO_Tucker says:
::Cannot say anything else due to his bawling::
EO_Chapu says:
<Johnson> EO: Sir, nothing has turned up yet.
CNS_Bauer says:
CO: It’s Ok now; you’re home and safe.
ASO_Amour says:
::awakens:: MO: Help...me....::gasps and clutches the "burns"::
CNS_Bauer says:
CO: Go ahead, cry, it’s good to cry
MO_Taal says:
::injects 3ccs of kelotane for the burns::
AEO_Wrench says:
*CNS*: Sir, you are needed on deck 8, emergency.
CMO_Tunik says:
::nods:: XO: Okay. Different set of questions. ::thinks:: Could you replay the event, from your perspective?
EO_Chapu says:
MO:  Do you need help getting her back to Sickbay?
CNS_Bauer says:
CO: Ha that should prove I'm no stinking Klingon
MO_Taal says:
ASO: Your injuries are not as bad as you make them appear.
MO_Taal says:
::runs dermal regenerator over burns::
CNS_Bauer says:
*AEO*: Emergency? Of what nature?
CTO_Asmodeius says:
*XO*: Sir, permission to fire a couple of drones?
MO_Taal says:
EO: No. She will recover.
MO_Taal says:
EO: Given rest in her quarters.
AEO_Wrench says:
*CNS*: Crewman here seems to be delusional.
ASO_Amour says:
MO: Then why can't I feel my arms?
XO_Eden says:
CMO: I couldn't say much Doctor, except that she brought him a drink or two then they both left.  The Captain's personal life is none of my business.
CSO_Shras says:
FCO: Let the engineers worry about the engines.... that will give them something to complain about!
CNS_Bauer says:
*AEO*: Call security I'll be their shortly
EO_Chapu says:
Engineers: Go back to work
CMO_Tunik says:
::nods to the XO::
AEO_Wrench says:
*CNS*: Aye sir,
MO_Taal says:
ASO: You suffered first degree plasma burns. The injuries you are feeling are purely psychological.
XO_Eden says:
*CTO*: Actually, just continue firing at asteroids for now.  We wouldn't want to attract too much attention.
AEO_Wrench says:
::smiles and watches the corridor::
CTO_Asmodeius says:
*XO*: Affirmative sir out.
XO_Eden says:
CMO: Is that all doctor?
FCO_Fa says:
CSO: AS the bridge liaison to engineering, I'm afraid worrying about the engine is part of my job, sir.  ::swivels her chair back to look at him::  But I will do as you command.  ::turns back to her control and tries to keep the Geneva stable.::
CNS_Bauer says:
*CTO*: Sir, do you know of a disturbance on deck 8?
ASO_Amour says:
MO: Thank you, doctor.
CMO_Tunik says:
XO: I asked you another question.
EO_Chapu says:
MO:  Thanks, Doctor.
MO_Taal says:
ASO: Perhaps you should book an appointment with Counselor Bauer.
EO_Chapu says:
:: goes back to the central console and starts working on the phasers ::
CNS_Bauer says:
CO: I'm talking to Mr. Asmodeius
CTO_Asmodeius says:
*CNS*: No, will send my TO, to check it out and thanks.
AEO_Wrench says:
*XO*: Commander Eden to the bridge.
MO_Taal says:
::packs up his med kit::
CO_Tucker says:
::Keeps seeing a recurring image of himself firing on four security officers with his phaser set to kill::
CTO_Asmodeius says:
TO_Usimov: Go to deck 8 and check out the disturbance.
CNS_Bauer says:
*CTO*: Let me know if I am needed their
ASO_Amour says:
::Gets up and heads to the other side of Engineering::
MO_Taal says:
::exits main engineering::
CNS_Bauer says:
CO: What’s wrong Sir, are you remembering something perhaps?
CTO_Asmodeius says:
*CNS*: Will do.
TO_Usimov says:
CTO: Aye, Sir. ::proceeding to deck 8::
CTO_Asmodeius says:
TO_Usimov: Report back when you find out what is up.
ASO_Amour says:
::Has something in her hand....the "backup" plan::
TO_Usimov says:
CTO: No problem, sir. As soon as I get there I will let you know what is happening.
XO_Eden says:
*AEO*: Who is this, what's the problem?
EO_Chapu says:
:: finds a power converter and gel pack not working ::
CNS_Bauer says:
CO: Tell me what’s on your mind.
MO_Taal says:
::enters TL::
MO_Taal says:
COMPUTER: Deck 5.
MO_Taal says:
::exits TL and heads for Sickbay::
AEO_Wrench says:
*XO*: Lt. Pion here ma'am, we have a matter that requires your attention, top priority ma'am.
CO_Tucker says:
::Ignores the CNS and continues sorting this all out himself::
MO_Taal says:
::enters sickbay::
XO_Eden says:
CMO: Okay Doc... Could the rest of this wait until later.  I need to head to the bridge.
CMO_Tunik says:
::nods:: XO: Understood Commander.
ASO_Amour says:
::Sets a small grenade-like bomb on a conduit and runs::
XO_Eden says:
CMO/CNS: Keep me updated on the Captain's condition.
CNS_Bauer says:
XO: Yes ma'am
XO_Eden says:
::Leaves sickbay and walks into a TL::
XO_Eden says:
TL: Bridge.
TO_Usimov says:
*CTO*: Sir, I think I am going to need some help here, seems the Klingons are at it again.
EO_Chapu says:
:: sends one of his men to the site ::
AEO_Wrench says:
::slips down the corridor just outside of sickbay and works on the wall panel::
ASO_Amour says:
::Times the grenade... it should explode in 10 secs.::
CNS_Bauer says:
CO: Captain would you like some time alone
CMO_Tunik says:
::joins the CNS and the CO:: CNS: Has he shown any sign of, recovery?
CNS_Bauer says:
CMO: I believe so.
CO_Tucker says:
::Doesn't even hear the CNS::
XO_Eden says:
::Arrives on the bridge, looking around for a Lt. Pion::
CTO_Asmodeius says:
*TO_Usimov*: Copy that will send Alpha team down. ::Sends Alpha team to assist the TO::
CMO_Tunik says:
::nods::
MO_Taal says:
::continues duties::
ASO_Amour says:
::Hides in a little corner of ME, waiting for a concussion grenade to go off::
CTO_Asmodeius says:
::Targets another Mega Ton of rock and fires to check weapons power::
CNS_Bauer says:
CMO: Seen signs that appear to be returning memories and I sense remorse from him
TO_Usimov says:
*CTO*: Thank you, sir...this looks like a big problem.
AEO_Wrench says:
::looks through the open door to see what's going on inside sickbay::
XO_Eden says:
CSO: Commander?
MO_Taal says:
::sees AEO::
CTO_Asmodeius says:
*TO_Usimov*: Keep me posted.
MO_Taal says:
AEO: Can I help you?
CNS_Bauer says:
CMO: I believe he doubts his original idea of my being Klingon
TO_Usimov says:
*CTO*: I will sir ::waiting for the Alpha team to arrive::
Host Tzenkethi_CO says:
ACTION: UNBEKNOWNST TO THE CREW OF THE GENEVA, WHEN THEY FIRED ON THE TARGET, A Tzenkethi ATTACK SHIP WAS BEHIND IT AND IS NOW BEARING DOWN ON THE GENEVA WITH ALL GUNS WARMED AND READY
CTO_Asmodeius says:
::Notices that weapons power is back to normal::
EO_Chapu says:
:: turns to check another screen and notices the little . . . attachment ::
MO_Taal says:
::raises eyebrow::
CMO_Tunik says:
CNS: Good work Counselor. Maybe Jim was right about you. I will leave you with the Captain.
CTO_Asmodeius says:
CSO: Hostile ship coming right at us sir.
MO_Taal says:
MO: Curious...
FCO_Fa says:
CSO: Don't look now.. but.. .someone is approaching.. and they don't look friendly.
CTO_Asmodeius says:
::Raises shields to full power::
MO_Taal says:
::continues with duties::
CSO_Shras says:
CTO: How hostile?
AEO_Wrench says:
MO: Oh no, just wondering how the Captain is doing::
CNS_Bauer says:
CO: Jim?
XO_Eden says:
CSO: Hey, who called me to the bridge?
Host Tzenkethi_CO (REDALERT.wav)
CNS_Bauer says:
CMO: Oh Jim
CSO_Shras says:
CTO: Red alert!
CTO_Asmodeius says:
CSO: Weapons systems are charged and they have us targeted, sir.
CNS_Bauer says:
CMO: Gotcha
CSO_Shras says:
XO: Not me, but you are here in time!
FCO_Fa says:
CSO/XO: It’s a Tzenkethian war ship.
CTO_Asmodeius says:
::Hits Red Alert::
EO_Chapu says:
:: goes in and takes a look at it ::
CSO_Shras says:
FCO: Open hailing frequencies
FCO_Fa says:
::repowers up the engines, and ready to fly::
Host Tzenkethi_CO says:
ACTION: THE GRENADE EXPLODES, INJURING SEVERAL CREW, AND MORTALLY WOUNDING THE PERPATRATOR
XO_Eden says:
FCO: Belay that!
TO_Usimov says:
*CTO*: What is happening down there - this ship is rocking all over the place.
CMO_Tunik says:
::nods:: CNS: Doctor Xye and I had a friendship. He kept me aware of... happenings on your... previous vessel.
FCO_Fa says:
::about to open hailing frequency::  XO: Aye sir.
XO_Eden says:
FCO: Get us out their sensor range.
CO_Tucker says:
::Hear and sees the Red Alert Klaxon, wonders if it is real::
CNS_Bauer says:
CMO: He was my friend
ASO_Amour says:
::Screams and hits the ground::
EO_Chapu says:
:: is thrown into the opposite wall ::
XO_Eden says:
CSO: Forgot to tell you Commander, we're under strict communications silence.
AEO_Wrench says:
::rushes into sickbay:: All: Better get to engineering there's been an explosion.
CNS_Bauer says:
CO: We are at red alert Captain. I'll see what’s going on for you.
FCO_Fa says:
::nods:: XO: Aye.  ::flies the ship out of the area, glad to do something other than trying to keep a ship stand still::
ASO_Amour says:
<Lt. Anyone>: ::falls to the ground::
CSO_Shras says:
XO: Even with a possible attacking ship?
Host Tzenkethi_CO says:
ACTION: DISREGARDING ALL HAILS, THE Tzenkethi ATTACK SHIP OPENS FIRE ON THE GENEVA HITTING IT MULTIPLE TIMES
CMO_Tunik says:
CNS: He thought the same of you Counselor. He had few friends in the senior staff. You were one of them.
MO_Taal says:
AEO: Please elaborate. What kind of explosion?
CSO_Shras says:
XO: Do we have the possibility to defend ourselves?
EO_Chapu says:
*Bridge*: Engineering to… Bridge… We just... had an explosion.. Main Engineering.
CTO_Asmodeius says:
::Grabs his console as the ship is hit::
XO_Eden says:
CTO: Report!  ::Hearing a rumble coming from somewhere in the ship::
CNS_Bauer says:
*BRIDGE*: Can someone say why we are at red alert. It's making the Captain nervous.
AEO_Wrench says:
MO: I don't know, just a big boom!
FCO_Fa says:
::blinks:: Self: We are?  ::rocks in her seat as the ship is hit::  XO: Moving into Evasive Maneuver pattern alpha 2.
MO_Taal says:
::prepares med kit::
MO_Taal says:
::runs out of sickbay::
XO_Eden says:
*CNS*: We're being fired on by some sort of destroyer.
FCO_Fa says:
::steps on it, and ducks the firing line::  XO: I'm trying to loose them.
CTO_Asmodeius says:
*XO*: Sir, we are being attacked by a Tzenkethi warship sir.
MO_Taal says:
::enters TL::
TO_Usimov says:
*CTO*: Is everyone down there all right?  I think some of the Klingons are hurt badly, and we need medical help.
CNS_Bauer says:
CMO: I wish I could have been there more for him.
EO_Chapu says:
:: coughs ::
MO_Taal says:
COMPUTER: Deck 10.
AEO_Wrench says:
::slips closer to the Captain and smiles at him::
XO_Eden says:
FCO: We should be faster then them; just keep evading.
CO_Tucker says:
::Lies there, wallowing in his own self-pity::
CTO_Asmodeius says:
CSO: Permission to return fire sir.
FCO_Fa says:
XO: Aye.
MO_Taal says:
::exits TL and enters Main engineering::
ASO_Amour says:
::Dies::
MO_Taal says:
::sees EO and ASO::
CSO_Shras says:
XO: Commander! Do we return fire?
MO_Taal says:
::Scans ASO::
CNS_Bauer says:
CO: Eden says we are being fired upon, Sir.
CTO_Asmodeius says:
*TO_Usimov*: Ok call the Doc I am busy up here when you are done report back immediately.
MO_Taal says:
::finds that ASO is dead, heads to EO::
XO_Eden says:
CSO/CTO: No, we'll out run them.
AEO_Wrench says:
CO: Hiya Captain, remember me?
MO_Taal says:
::scans EO::
MO_Taal says:
::injects 2ccs of cordrazine::
FCO_Fa says:
XO: Moving to warp 5... then to 7.  ::continues to use evasive maneuver... sometimes, successful.. sometimes not.::
CMO_Tunik says:
::blinks:: CNS: You still can. ::winks before stepping from the Captain and Counselor:: *MO*: Doctor, how is Engineering? Have you taken care of the small situation?
TO_Usimov says:
*DOC*: Are you there?  I need you on 8
CTO_Asmodeius says:
*XO*: Sir are you sure that is wise sir?
MO_Taal says:
::injects 4ccs of kelotane::
CSO_Shras says:
:: begins to doubts those secret orders ::
Host Tzenkethi_CO says:
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